We love Onetangi Beach
Here’s why:

Natural

Unspoiled

This is where we come
to connect with the sea,
breathe the fresh air,
enjoy the open space
•
The beach is clean and the
water is safe to swim.
•
The native dune grasses
help the dunes grow
•
The Pohutukawa give us
shade
•
The plants on top of the
bank separate the beach
from the road

The beach is not
overwhelmed with manmade stuff - the ramps
and steps that help us
get on to the beach are
made of wood and stone
and balance the need for
access with a natural look
•
We’re separated from the
road and the houses, cafes
and parked cars behind it
•
Boat launching is
restricted to each end of
The Strand and doesn’t
affect other beach users

What we are asking
• This plan sets out what we need to do to protect
Onetangi Beach.
• The Waiheke Local Board want to understand what
you love about Onetangi Beach and how you want it
to look and work over the next ten years.

Ease of
access
It’s easy to get down to
the beach from most parts
of The Strand
•
Whether you come by
bus, bike, car or on foot,
Onetangi Beach is easily
accessible for everyone
•
Boat launching access at
both ends works OK

Facilities

Shade

Toilets, picnic tables, a
bbq and some information
panels - the basics are all
here, though sometimes
they are busy
•
There is a playground, but
it could be more exciting

The big pohutukawa are
very popular as shade
trees right on the beach
•
The smaller trees on the
roadside also provide
much needed shade
•
There could be more
shade so more people can
be protected from the sun

Bird and
sea life
Native birds enjoy the
quieter places, particularly
the rocky areas at each
end of the beach
•
The sea is healthy, supporting fish and wildlife
for future generations to
enjoy

Changes are coming

If we don’t plan for them, our beach is under threat

Visitor
numbers

Vehicle
movements

Climate
change

Boat
launching

Commercial
activities

Bigger, more frequent
buses bring more
day visitors
•
They naturally flood on to
the beach between 3rd
and 4th Ave
•
Looking for information,
things to do, choice

More buses; tour vans;
hire cars and locals – all
vying for space
•
Parking limited, not easy
to increase supply
•
Few footpaths
mean vehicles share with
pedestrians

Bigger storms threaten
dunes and road behind
them
•
Space between beach and
road increasingly fragile

More vehicle access
and parking on beach
at 1st Avenue
•
Huge increase in Sealegs
boat ownership and use

Concentrated between
3rd and 4th Avenue
•
Demand for greater food
choice, right along the
beach
•
Visitor demand for
paid for beach activities
and hire

Plan process
• Think about how we manage these changes
• Describe how we want the beach to look and
work in ten years time so that the decision makers
have clear guidance.

Onetangi Beach 2030

How we want the beach to look and work in 2030

More natural, still
unspoiled

We work in partnership with
the community but we have
allocated enough money to
manage this professionally
and ensure maintenance
•
We don’t park anywhere on
the coastal side of the road
•
The dunes are protected by
a barrier of native plants and
trees
•
Other barriers are natural
looking and don’t detract from
the character of the beach.

We have a safe,
shared road
We can’t build a footpath
along The Strand so we
minimise the number and
speed of buses and other
vehicles on The Strand to
make it safe for people to
walk, cycle, park and drive

There are
enough places
for everyone to
sit in the shade
We have protected the trees
and the shady spots we have
•
We plant more shade trees
where we can.
•
We make make the most of the
shade we have by providing
picnic tables and seats

Improve
beachfront
lookout spots
We have made these inviting
places to stop and get an
overview, not to linger
•
Consider creating more
of these spots

Homersham and Tin
Boat Reserve
are popular
destinations for
families with
young kids
Homersham Reserve is a
shaded place where we can sit
and our kids can play
•
We have a great playground,
with a toilet next to it, at tin
boat reserve or someowhere
else in Onetangi.

Photo: Peter Rees

The beach is clean
•
The dunes are strong and
healthy and can withstand
storms
•
Because of this there is no
need for a seawall
•
Our native coastal birds are
protected and thriving

We do whatever
is needed to look
after the dunes

...more of the same, but better!

The dunes

Erosion threatens the beach, the dunes, the entrance ways and the road. Let’s do the dunes
properly; fully funded, professionally managed
and then protect them from damage.

Access ways rely on good sand levels. If
sand drops, accessways don’t work.

Short cuts over grass accelerate
erosion.

Where dunes are eroded, look for
natural solutions, not built ones

Natural

Effective

Public involvement

Regulate access

Avoid hard edges

Nobody wants a sea wall at
Onetangi Beach
•
Focus on creating the best
possible conditions for dunes to
restore themselves - now and
after any future storm events

Secure comprehensive
planting programmes for the
entire beachfront
•
Make sure this is followed up
by a maintenace programme,
so wear and tear are
minimised

Work on public involvement,
uderstanding and ownership
- make sure everyone knows
what is being done and why
•
Coordinate signage and other
messaging to avoid clutter
•
Actively recruit volunteers

Keep cars away from the top
of the dunes
•
Plant the top of the dunes
to stop direct access to the
beach

Aim to use hard materials only
to help dune restoration, not to
replace the dunes
•
Hard materials should only
be used at main beach access
points

The entire beachfront needs protection

New access ways are a significant
investment – they need to be well
planned

The roads

The Strand is getting busy - it is time to acknowledge that we all need to
share the road – let’s work out how to make it safe.
Make the road look less like a highway,
design the road to slow traffic and
protect pedestrians

Put pedestrians first in the busiest
areas.

Minimise bus movements on The
Strand.

25

25
Pedestrian
Priority zone

3rd to 4th Avenue:
pedestrians first

2nd to 3rd Avenue:
shared road

We can’t build a footpath on
top of the dune
•
We need to slow down traffic
through traffic calming
measures
•
Make it clear that the road
is shared by cars, bikes and
walkers

Make this busy area safe for
walkers to access the beach
•
Consider creating a special
‘pedestrians first’ zone in this
area, where vehicles need to
give way to walkers and bikes

Make it clear that the road
is shared by cars, bikes and
walkers
•
Remove parking on top of
the dune
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3rd Avenue to 2nd Avenue, very little traffic means parking, cars
and pedestrians can co-exist.
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First Ave

Between 4th Avenue and 3rd Avenue – strictly no parking, narrow footpath, lots of foot traffic all over the place. Alternative
route around block exists for vehicle drivers.
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Seventh Avenue to Fourth Avenue, no footpath, no parking on
beach side of road, people walking on road, on grass. Q uelch R d
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4th to 7th Avenue:
shared road
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Minimise the number of
large buses driving along The
Strand
•
Consider removing large
buses from the route along
the Strand between 4th and
7th Avenue
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Buses
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Facilities

The demand for parking facilites, toilets, play facilities and places to have a
picnic is not slowing down. How do we balance this with the desire to keep
the beach as natural as possible?

Minimise beachfront parking by
providing more inland parking options.

Parking

Picnic tables

Viewpoints

Toilets

Move parking from the
seaside of the road to the
inland side of The Strand
•
Encourage bicycle/ebike and
scooter access by providing
safe bike parking facilities

Provide many more picnic
tables wherever there is
shade from trees
•
Consider placing moveable
picnic tables on the beach

Create better viewpoints
at the places where people
access the beach - designed
to give an overview before
moving on
*
Avoid people lingering at
these points by making them
standing room only.

Replace the main toilets on
The Strand with a modern
toilet like Little Oneroa
•
The capacity of the current
toilet buildings is OK but
they are too far from some
key locations
•
Build additional single-user
toilets at the Eastern end of
the beach and at Tin Boat
Reserve

(photo: Gooseberry Flat, Aotea
Great Barrier Island).
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Viewpoints can help visitors get to
know the area quickly. Break up the
‘selfie’ groups’ in front of 3rd and
4th Ave.

First Ave

The Stra
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Remove larger gathering places and
provide family friendly picnic tables
under shade.

Reserves

How can we optimise the small inland reserves at Onetangi?

Homersham Reserve is unknown and
under-used.

Homersham
Reserve

Jacob’s Ladder
Reserve

Consider making the most of
the shade trees in the reserve
by adding picnic tables
•
Add play facilities to the
reserve

Provide more shade trees
and picnic tables

Jacob’s Ladder Reserve is mainly a
carpark, but there is room for other
uses.

Play facilities at Tin Boat Reserve have
been described as ‘boring’.

Tin Boat Reserve
Improve traffic management
around the playground
•
Expand play facilities and
add a toilet so this can
become a better destination
for young families
Photo: ever popular Palm Beach
playground
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Natural Taonga

How can we balance recreational pressure with endangered wildlife
at Onetangi?
Korora - little blue penguins live at both
ends of the beach

Dogs can be a threat to penguins,
especially after dusk.

A sanctuary?

Awareness

Consider creating a special
bird/wildlife sanctuary at the
western end of the beach.

Make sure people know the
rules around dog control,
fishing and taking shellfish at
Onetangi.
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The beach is also well used by shore
birds like the oystercatcher that hunt
for shellfish as the tide heads out.
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